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Enterprise Modeling
Why?

(Goal-oriented EM in Requirements Elicitation)
Agent-oriented EM

Business Modeling Using UML
Conventional Techniques

Appendix: More on Enterprise Modeling with the UML

When the only tool that you have is the hammer, every problem will look like a nail.
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World Knowledge is Essential - the most error prone part of the requirements; 
Most problems can be traced to erroneous assumptions about the environment
(e.g., TCAS—transponder assumptions; NY subway—separation not enough; Patriot missile—clock drift)
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Enterprise Modeling
Why?

(Goal-oriented EM in Requirements Elicitation)
Agent-oriented EM

Business Modeling Using UML
Conventional Techniques

Appendix: More on Enterprise Modeling with the UML

When the only tool that you have is the hammer, every problem will look like a nail.
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Business Modeling
A Business is an Enterprise too

Business modeling is a technique to help answer 
critical questions, such as:
 What do the workers (users) do before using our system?
 What business value does the system bring?
 What is the business system (process) this computer system will be 

supporting?
 What is the business system information this computer system will be 

maintaining?
 How do you know you have identified all system use cases?
 How do you know you have identified the right use cases?

What are the differences between Enterprise Modeling, Business Modeling and System Modeling?

Why Business Modeling ? - Business complexity
• Need to  understand the structure and dynamics of the organization
• Common understanding of the organization
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S achieves R to solve P in D
Business Modeling Requirements
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Workflow for Business Modeling in the RUP

Copyright © 1987 - 2001 Rational Software Corporation
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What Artifacts Are Used to Manage Requirements in RUP?

Where is the problem defined?
Where are the stakeholders and users listed?
Where are the environments and platforms identified?

Where are the use cases maintained?

Where is the common terminology stored?

Vision

Use Case
Specs

Glossary

Supplementary 
Spec

Where are the non-functional 
requirements located?

Where are the stakeholder Needs/Requests 
captured?

Stakeholder 
Requests
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Business Modeling Using UML
Describe the Problem in the Vision Document

User Documentation 
Specifications 

Design 
Specifications 

Stakeholder
Requests

Vision Document

Supplementary
SpecificationUse-Case Model

Problem 
Definition

 Communicates information between 
management, marketing, and the project team.

 Provides initial customer feedback.

 Fosters general understanding of the product. 

 Establishes scope and priority of high-level 
stakeholder requests and features.

 A system-level document that describes the 
“what” and “why” of the product.

 A document that gets “all parties working from 
the same book.”
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Vision Document Outline*
1. Introduction
2. Positioning
3. Stakeholder and User 

Descriptions 
4. Product Overview
5. Product Features
6. Constraints 
7. Quality Ranges
8. Precedence and Priority
9. Other Product Requirements
10. Documentation Requirements
11. Appendix 1 - Feature Attributes

* see http://www.utdallas.edu/~chung/SAMPLE/vision_exercise.pdf

Vision

The problem of (describe the problem)

affects (the stakeholders affected by the problem)

the impact of which is (what is the impact of the problem)

a successful solution 
would

(list some key business benefits of a 
successful solution) Problem Statement

http://www.utdallas.edu/%7Echung/SAMPLE/vision_exercise.pdf
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Business Modeling Using UML
business actors, business use cases, business object models

 define who and what will interact with the business. 
 define what services the business are to provide. 
 To develop a survey of the business services. 
 define the boundaries of the business to be modeled. 
 outline the processes in the business. 

Domain model – One Notion: 
an "incomplete" business object model, i.e., a subset of the business object model
focusing on explaining products, deliverables, or events that are important to the   
business domain, 
but not including the responsibilities people carry. 
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Find Business Actors

 A business actor candidate is any individual, group, organization, 
company, or machine that interacts with the business:

 Customers 
 Partners 
 Suppliers 
 Authorities (legal, regulatory, and so forth) 
 Subsidiaries 
 Owners and investors (the board of directors may be part of the 

business or modeled as an actor) 
 Information systems outside of the business 

 If the business to be modelled is part of a large company, these 
categories may also contain business actors: 
 Other parts of the company 
 Individual roles within other departments

 Name each business actor using its role in the business. Define 
each business actor briefly, including its responsibility and why it 
interacts with the business.
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Find Business Use Cases 
 For the primary business use cases, consider what value each business actor gets from 

the business. Start with the primary and most important business actors — the customers:
 What are the primary services a customer receives from the business? Study the customer's lifecycle: 

 What was the customer's first contact with the business?
 What stages or states does the customer go through in relation to the business? 

 From a perspective of supporting the business, processes can also be represented as 
business use cases. Activities to: 

 Develop and maintain the staff 
 Develop and maintain the IT within the business 
 Develop and maintain the office 
 Security 
 Legal activities

 From the perspective of managing the business, although not as interesting from an IS 
perspective, consider what the owner actors get from the business. Activities to: 

 Develop and provide information about the business to owners and investors 
 Set up long-term budget goals 
 Coordinate and prioritize between the other use cases in the business 
 Create new processes in the business 

 Monitor the processes in the business
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Prioritize Business Use Cases 

 Prioritize those business use cases that are of interest and to be 
described in some detail: 
 Involved in business (re-)engineering, hence to find requirements 

on the intended information system.
 In need of a step-by-step description before making a decision 

whether to become business use cases or not, due to their 
unclear relevance to the intended information-system. 

 Establish those business actors who interact with the business use 
case by defining a communicates-association between them. 

 If it's important to show who initiated the communication, you can 
add navigability to the association. 

Describe How Business Actors and 
Business Use Cases Interact
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Develop an Outline of the 
Workflow of Business Use Cases

 A step-by-step outline of the workflow to understand the purpose of 
the business use case. 

Example:
 The first draft of a step-by-step workflow description of the business use 

case "Individual Check-in" might look:
 Passenger enters the queue to the check-in counter. 
 Passenger gives ticket to check-in agent. 
 Check-in agent validates ticket. 
 Check-in agent registers baggage. 
 Check-in agent reserves seat for the passenger. 
 Boarding card is printed. 
 Check-in agent gives passenger boarding card. 
 Passenger leaves the check-in counter. 

 As a first draft, it may very well lack activities that will be discovered 
later. May also include alternative flows in this first draft.
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Final steps
 Package Business Use Cases and Actors

 Present the Business Use-Case Model in Use-Case Diagrams
 Combination of business actors, business use cases, and their relationships: 

 a business actor and all the business use cases with which he or she interacts 
 business use cases that interact with the same business actors 
 business use cases that are usually performed in a sequence 
 business use cases that belong to the same use case package 
 the most important business use cases, as a summary of the complete business use-case model 

and for reviewing the model 

 Develop a Survey of the Business Use-Case Model
 The Survey Description of the business use-case model conveys: 

 the purpose of the business being described 
 the typical sequences in which the business use cases are employed 
 the parts of the business that are not included in the business use-case model 

 Evaluate Your Results
 all necessary business use cases are identified 
 any unnecessary business use cases are identified 
 the behavior of each business use case is described in the right order 
 each business use case's workflow is as complete as it could be at this stage 
 the Survey Description of the business use-case model makes it understandable 
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Business Modeling with the UML

Copyright © 1987 - 2001 Rational Software Corporation
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The UML provides different diagrams
Each UML diagram provides a different view of the business:

 use case diagrams describe the business context.

 activity diagrams describe behaviors in the business, or business workflows.

 class diagrams describe the static structure in the business.

 interactions diagrams (sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams) 
describe the dynamic interactions between employees and things that they 
manipulate. Thus they indicate how the behaviors described in activity 
diagrams are realized.

 state transition diagrams, 

 deployment diagrams, 

 object diagrams,

 etc.
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(Business) Use-Case Diagram

Copyright © 1987 - 2001 Rational Software Corporation
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(Business) Activity Diagrams
To document a business workflow: 

• what happens in a workflow,
 what activities can be done in parallel,
 whether there are alternative paths through a workflow.

 In the use-case model:  to capture the activities 
and actions;

 Essentially a flow chart, showing flow of control 
from one activity or action to another. Activity 1 Activity 3

Activity 2

 An activity specifies the behavior expressed 
as a flow of execution via sequencing of 
subordinate units.
 Subordinate units include nested activities and 

ultimately individual actions.
 May contain boolean expression constraints 

when the activity is entered or exited.

<<Precondition>>
Boolean constraint

Activity 5
<<Postcondition>>
Boolean constraint

Activity 4

Activity 2

Like Flowchart?
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Example1: Activity Diagram

Synchronization
Bar (Fork)

Guard
Condition

Synchronization
Bar (Join)

Decision
Concurrent 

Threads

Transition

Select Course

[ add  course ] 

Check 
Schedule

Check 
Pre-requisites

Assign to 
Course

Resolve 
Conflicts

Update 
Schedule

Delete Course

[ checks completed ] [ checks failed ]

[ delete course ]

Activity/Action

Anything wrong?

http://www.utdallas.edu/index.html
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Example2: business activity diagram

An Activity Diagram documenting how the business performs a Proposal 
process, with three areas of responsibilities: Customer Sales Interface, 
Proposal Owner, and Quote Owner.

Copyright © 1987 - 2001 Rational Software Corporation
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Show business entities being manipulated in the activities

An activity diagram showing business entities (a Proposal, a Quote, a Plan) 
and their states (created/complete).

Copyright © 1987 - 2001 Rational Software Corporation



Business class diagrams

 To show which business workers and business entities are collaborating to 
implement a business process.

 To show static structure and relationships among business entities. A class 
diagram would be used to represent the org chart of a business (using 
organization units and business workers).

A class diagram showing relationships 
among business entities.

A class diagram showing relationships between business 
workers (Check-in Agent, Baggage Coordinator) and 
business entities (Baggage, Baggage Tag), showing that 
the Check-In Agent has the knowledge of a Baggage Tag, 
but the Baggage Coordinator does not.

Copyright © 1987 - 2001 Rational Software Corporation

? www.robson.co.uk 

26How do you read associations?



4 Types of Relationships in UML
? www.robson.co.uk 
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Business Sequence Diagram

Copyright © 1987 - 2001 Rational Software Corporation

Can you come up with a collaboration diagram from this?

www.robson.co.uk 
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A business collaboration diagram

A collaboration diagram showing a view of participating business workers (Sales Person, Solution 
Owner) and business entities (Customer Profile, Sales Plan, etc) in a Proposal process.

Copyright © 1987 - 2001 Rational Software Corporation

Can you come up with a sequence diagram from this?
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Practice draw: 
(1) Use Case Diagram, 
(2) Activity Diagram and 
(3) Business Class Diagram

Business Process to be implemented

 UTD wants to computerize its registration system

 The Registrar sets up the curriculum for a semester
 One course may have multiple course offerings

 Students select four (4) primary courses and two (2) alternate 
courses

 Once a student registers for a semester, the billing system is 
notified so the student may be billed for the semester

 Students may use the system to add/drop courses for a period of 
time after registration

 Professors use the system to set their preferred course offerings 
and receive their course offering rosters after students register

 Users of the registration system are assigned passwords which are 
used at logon validation

http://www.utdallas.edu/index.html
http://www.utdallas.edu/index.html
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Student

Get Class Rosters

Set Course Offerings

Professor

Billing System

Maintain Semester Catalog

Maintain Professor Information

Close Registration

Registrar

Register for Courses

Course Catalog

What kind of diagram is this?

?

http://www.utdallas.edu/index.html
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Set course offerings for semester

Semester Planning

Get Rosters

Update Rosters

Set up curriculum

Provide Passwords

Monitor Process

Manage Courses

 Close Date

[no]

[yes]

Semester 
Schedule

Sections

Updated 
Sections

Get Password

Register for Classes

Select Courses

Add or Drop

change schedule

[not satisfied]

Complete schedule

[satisfied]

Schedule

Bill for Tuition and Fees

Bill

Open Registration

Open Registration

Registration

[satisfied]

BursarStudentRegistrarProfessor

?What is this

http://www.utdallas.edu/index.html
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Roster

Professor
(from University Artifacts)

Registrar
(from Use Case View)

Student

SemesterCourseOfferings

Section

StudentSchedule

BillSystem

Bill

What kind of diagram is this?

Where are actors?

http://www.utdallas.edu/index.html
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Can you show how business actors, 
business workers, and (software system) actors work together?

Can you show how business use cases are related to 
(software system) use cases?
Can you show how business class diagrams are related to 
(software system) use diagrams?

True of False?
Actors can be associated only with use cases, classes or components, 
but not with other actors. 

Can you show how use case diagrams are related to state transition 
diagrams?

Can you show how business use cases are related to business 
sequence diagrams?

Some Critical Review Questions
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Enterprise Modeling
Why?

(Goal-oriented EM in Requirements Elicitation)
Agent-oriented EM

Business Modeling Using UML
Conventional Techniques

Appendix: More on Enterprise Modeling with the UML

When the only tool that you have is the hammer, every problem will look like a nail.
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Conventional Techniques

 Other Functional Structural RM techniques
(See Semi-formal Specification - Functional Structural RM):

 SADT
 IDEF
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_normalization

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_normalization
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http://www.utdallas.edu/index.html
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How is ERD different from Class Diagram in UML?

http://www.utdallas.edu/index.html
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Appendix I: 
More on Enterprise/Domain/Business 

Modeling with the UML
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The Unified Process: 
Another Perspective

Applying UML and Patterns: An Introduction to Object-Oriented Analysis and Design and the Unified Process, 2nd ed., C. Larman – pg. 81 

http://www.utdallas.edu/%7Echung/CS6354/applying-uml-and-patterns.pdf
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The Unified Process: 
Another Perspective

Applying UML and Patterns: An Introduction to Object-Oriented Analysis and Design and the Unified Process, 2nd ed., C. Larman – pg. 81 

http://www.utdallas.edu/%7Echung/CS6354/applying-uml-and-patterns.pdf
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The Unified Process: Another Perspective

Applying UML and Patterns: An Introduction to Object-Oriented Analysis and Design and the Unified Process, 2nd ed., C. Larman – pg. 81 

http://www.utdallas.edu/%7Echung/CS6354/applying-uml-and-patterns.pdf
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Conveyor Line Sorting System (CLSS)

CLSS must be developed such that boxes moving along a conveyor line will be 
identified and sorted into one of six bins at the end of the line. The boxes will 
pass by a sorting station where they will be identified. Based on an 
identification number printed on the side of the box and a bar code, the 
boxes will be shunted into the appropriate bins. Boxes pass in random order 
and are evenly spaced. The line is moving slowly.

A desk-top computer located at the sorting station executes all CLSS software, 
interacts with the bar-code reader to read part numbers on each box, 
interacts with the conveyor line monitoring equipment to acquire conveyor 
line speed, stores all part numbers sorted, interacts with a sorting station 
operator to produce a variety of reports and diagnostics, sends control 
signals to the shunting hardware to sort the boxes, and communicates with a 
central factory automation system.

Software Engineering: A Practitioner’s Approach, 6/e
copyright © 1996, 2001, 2005
R.S. Pressman & Associates, Inc.

Is this D, R or S?
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Deployment Diagram

CLSS processor

Sort ing subsystem

Sensor data
acquisit ion subsystem

Operator display

shunt  cont roller

Conveyor 
Pulse tach

Bar code reader Shunt  actuator

Software Engineering: A Practitioner’s Approach, 6/e
copyright © 1996, 2001, 2005
R.S. Pressman & Associates, Inc.
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Activity Diagram

get  c onv ey or speed

send shunt
c ont ro l  dat a

get  shunt  st a t us read bar c ode

st art  c onv ey or l ine

det er m ine b in  loc at ion

valid bar code

set  f or re jec t  b in

conveyor in m ot ion

read bar c ode

get  c onv ey or st a t us

produc e report  ent ry

conveyor stopped

invalid bar code

Software Engineering: A Practitioner’s Approach, 6/e
copyright © 1996, 2001, 2005
R.S. Pressman & Associates, Inc.
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Class Diagram

Box

barcode 
forwardSpeed 
conveyorLocat ion 
height  
widt h 
dept h 
weight  
cont ent s 

readBarcode( )  
updat eSpeed ( )  
readSpeed( )  
updat eLocat ion( )  
readLocat ion( )  
get Dimensions( )  
get Weight( )  
checkCont ent s( )

class name

at t ribut es 
not e use of  capit al 
let t er f or mult i-word 
at t ribut e names

operat ions 
(parent heses at  end
of  name indicat e t he 
list  of  at t ribut es t hat  t he
operat ion requires)

Software Engineering: A Practitioner’s Approach, 6/e
copyright © 1996, 2001, 2005
R.S. Pressman & Associates, Inc.
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Modeling a business process with a 
UML Activity Diagram

http://www.agilemodeling.com/style/activityDiagram.htm
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Modeling a business process with a 
UML Activity Diagram

http://www.agilemodeling.com/style/activityDiagram.htm

Submitting expenses
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Modeling system-level interactions 
with a UML Sequence Diagram

http://www.agilemodeling.com/artifacts/sequenceDiagram.htm

Student application
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Modeling enterprise-level behavior with a 
UML State Transition Diagram

http://www.agilemodeling.com/artifacts/stateMachineDiagram.htm

Top-level seminar lifecycle

Intermediate-level seminar lifecycle
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Modeling enterprise-level behavior with a 
UML State Transition Diagram

http://www.agilemodeling.com/artifacts/stateMachineDiagram.htm

Lower-level seminar lifecycle during registration
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What Kind of Diagram is This? 
For Process or Product?
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Use cases are allocated to design subsystems

<<Superordinate system>>

<<subsystem a>>

CBA

<<subsystem b>> <<subsystem c>>

x
y

z

Xa

Ya

Xb
Yb
Zb Zc

Yc

Actor 3

Actor 2

Actor 1

Actor 2

Actor 1

Actor 3

<<trace>>
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Service Oriented Architecture
Architecture Work::Reference Architectures::Service As Business View

http://wiki.oasis-open.org/soa-rm/TheArchitecture/ServiceAsBusinessView

1.1. Viewpoint 

1.2. Stakeholders and Participants 

1.3. Needs and capabilities 

Need 
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Service Oriented Architecture
Architecture Work::Reference Architectures::Service As Business View

http://wiki.oasis-open.org/soa-rm/TheArchitecture/ServiceAsBusinessView

1.4. Social Structure

1.4.1. Shared state and social facts 

1.5. Acting in a social context 

1.6. Roles in Social Structures 

1.7. Governance and social structures 

1.8. Tail piece 
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How would you model a workflow?

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.credit.com/assets/img/pic_loans_cash.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.speedsurf.to/loan/loan.html&h=197&w=290&sz=16&hl=en&start=2&tbnid=73zAKaFiFH2ZSM:&tbnh=78&tbnw=115&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dloan%2B%26gbv%3D2%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://home-loan.valueprep.com/DreamHC/Page0_IMG_OBJ0.jpg&imgrefurl=http://home-loan.valueprep.com/&h=296&w=365&sz=80&hl=en&start=6&tbnid=RFhsdZ0zbU_bUM:&tbnh=98&tbnw=121&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dloan%2B%26gbv%3D2%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den
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What’s the role of the machine
In the social phenomenon?
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Notions of “agents” are not new
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Notions of “agents” in SE and RE

A goal-oriented
approach

In UML, 
obusiness actors, 
obusiness workers,
o(system) actors

S, R
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How to Elicit?
Goal-oriented Requirements Elicitation

Refresher
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Appendix II: 
SysML



TISYSE An Introduction to SysML 64

Brief History of SysML

 UML for System Engineering RFP: March 2003, with INCOSE
Initial draft, January 2004

 SysML Specification  v1.0: July 2006, adopted by OMG

 SysML Specification  v1.1: June 2008, adopted by OMG

 SysML Specification  v1.2: June 2010, adopted by OMG
http://www.omg.org/spec/SysML/1.2/
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A Brief Synopsis of SysML
 A graphical modeling language for UML for Systems Engineering

 A UML Profile that represents a subset of UML 2 with extensions

 Supports the specification, analysis, design, verification and validation 
of systems that include hardware, software, data, personnel, 
procedures, and facilities

 Supports model and data interchange via XMI and the evolving AP233 
standard (in-process)

So, SysML is also for Model Driven SE 
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Relationship Between SysML and UML

UML4SysML

SysML Profile

ihase.wikispaces.com/file/view/SysML+Introduction3.ppt
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SysML Diagram Taxonomy



Major Extensions to UML 2

 New Diagram Types
 Requirement Diagram (visual modeling of requirements)
 Parametric Diagram (showing relations between parameters)

 Structure Diagram
 Block Definition Diagram (based on UML class diagram with 

blocks instead of classes)
 Internal Block Diagram (based on UML composite structure 

diagram with restrictions and extensions)
 Activity Diagram

 extensions for continuous flow modeling
 extensions to support disabling control and control operators.
 accommodate needs of Extended Functional Flow Block 

Diagrams (EFFBDs)
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